My Journey Continues…  
“I Can”

Bill Cobb, 2008 SPE President, president@spe.org

An email from a student member at King Saud University in Saudi Arabia was the inspiration for this column. Bandar Al-Anazi sent me an animated story about young students who literally bury the “I can’t” statements in their lives, and replace them with “I can,” “I will,” and “I’m going to right away.”

This story reminded me that SPE depends on the efforts of “I can” people. Our members keep this organization going by saying “I can” when someone is needed to serve as a section officer, review a paper, plan a conference program, mentor a young member, or take on any of the other multitude of tasks that make SPE the vibrant society that it is.

In most associations, fewer than 10% of the members do almost all of the volunteer work. This hard-core group of “super” volunteers contributes many, many hours each year. I believe SPE does a little better than engaging 10% of our members, but we still tend to turn to the same people over and over again. It is a natural tendency for us all to call on those we know when we need something done. But the consequences are that we risk burning out our tried-and-true people and we miss out on the chance to tap into new talent and resources. We can do a better job of inviting members to serve and letting them know about the opportunities we have for volunteers.

The decision to volunteer is usually a two-step process—a person thinks generally about becoming a volunteer and then a “trigger event” transforms this general thought into concrete action. The “trigger” is often something very simple: someone they know asks them to volunteer in a specific role, or they learn about opportunities we have for volunteers.

In my experience, a personal invitation to a specific member nets the best results. Recently, Behrooz Fattahi, who serves on our Editorial Review Committee as co-executive editor of SPE Reservoir Evaluation & Engineering, needed additional peer-review help. He obtained a list of members who had indicated on their dues statements an interest in peer review and their field of expertise, and sent invitation letters to them. He got an overwhelmingly positive response, including many comments that they had never been asked before to serve and were pleased to do so!

The heavy workload that energy professionals have these days and some demographic shifts are causing us to re-think how we structure our volunteer assignments. The first questions most people ask if invited to serve on a committee is, “how much time will this take.” We’ve got to find ways to be more flexible in how we organize assignments—these might include short-term projects, simplified jobs, job sharing (two volunteers to handle an assignment), and virtual volunteer jobs conducted online. We use phone conferences and email to conduct most of our business, and these help to reduce the time commitment so people are willing to participate.

Younger volunteers are looking for positions that will increase their skills, so we need to show them how volunteering in SPE builds their professional and technical skills. In addition, we must find ways to keep our retired members active and involved in SPE. We need their experience and wisdom more than ever.

(cont’d. on page 117)
StarTrak High-Definition Advanced LWD Imaging

Objective: Continuously capture real-time, high resolution images to locate fracture zones for further stimulation
Environment: North Texas, fractured shale, horizontal gas development well, 190 feet-per-hour ROP
Technology: StarTrak™ high-definition advanced LWD imaging
Answers: Comprehensive formation evaluation, optimized hydrocarbon recovery and increased operational efficiency. While drilling.

See all the details at AnswersWhileDrilling.com/StarTrak
2009 LACPEC To Be Held in Colombia

The 2009 Latin American and Caribbean Petroleum Engineering Conference (LACPEC) will be held in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, from 31 May to 3 June 2009.

LACPEC is a biennial conference that has been held in various locations in Latin America, including Argentina, Trinidad and Tobago, Brazil, and Venezuela. The 25-year-old conference will be a partnership involving SPE and SPE sections in South America and the Caribbean and will involve industry experts from both inside and outside the region. Involving all SPE sections in the region will allow the conference to expand its technical program and increase participation.

BUILDING BRIDGES (cont’d. from page 14)

As I urge you to volunteer, I also ask you to understand that for some positions you may not be called on right away. In making committee appointments at the society-wide level, we strive for a balance of company, geographic, and technical-expertise representation, and your demographic may already be represented on the committee you volunteered for.

There’s a list of volunteer opportunities on www.spe.org, under the section About SPE. You can help build bridges with your peers, with young members and potential entrants into our profession, while you make lifelong friends and enhance your own professional abilities. There are so many ways to become involved in SPE—surely one will be your passion. Take a look around SPE and say “I can.”

On the road, building bridges, and encouraging SPE members...
Move UP to SMITH

Smith Services Means Solutions

Extensive Offering of Products & Services
Whether it is impact tools, wellbore departure, fishing tools and services, tubulars, completions equipment, or a variety of other tools and services, Smith Services has the ability to offer our customers the right solution for their application.

Innovative Technology
From the Rhino XS Reamer, to the Trackmaster Plus with OnPoint, to the HOLD 2500 rotating control device, Smith Services offers the technology that provides superior performance in the toughest applications.

©2008 Smith International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
**Proven Expertise**

From Engineering to Manufacturing to Field Operations, our people have the experience and proven ability to deliver cost-effective results that successfully address the most difficult operational situations.

**Unsurpassed Customer Service**

Smith was ranked #1 in customer satisfaction among all integrated service providers in the recent EnergyPoint Research Inc. survey of operators. On your next well, choose Smith Services and join the ranks of other highly satisfied SMITH customers.